
INSTITUTIONS AND DENIAL 

Our post modern way of life is founded on institutions and denial.  Governance encounters a 

problem.  Instead of adapting to solve the problem a new institution is added specifically to review 

it.  Meanwhile governance can continue as before.  We are re-assured that new systems are 

potentially “in place”, even though nothing has been done to adapt. 

The same happens at a personal level.  We encounter a moral/physical imbalance to our behaviour, 

but instead of adapting to bring our lives into balance once more, we subscribe to organisations 

which lobby for a universal balancing of society.  Society, of course remains unchanged, but we have 

set our minds at rest by creating (through subscription) another institution.  NGOs create the same 

re-enforcement of denial at a personal level that new departments do at a government level.  We 

pillage distant countries for resources, cheap manufacturing and exotic foods, while supporting (to a 

very small degree) dispossessed populations through donations to Oxfam.  We subscribe to Friends 

of the Earth to lobby for better ways of living, but continue to live as destructively as before. 

Al Gore’s inconvenient truths are studied in side-lined government departments and NGOs, while 

convenient untruths remain the driving force of both government and the personal governance of 

our lives. 

Consider a super market.  It trades merely for the sake of trade and will consume resources while it 

can find them and will warm Earth’s climate to the degree that customers remain happy to shop.  

However (like a side-lined government department) many items for sale have ethical labels: fair 

trade, green, local, organic, re-cycled, compostable and so on.  If shoppers decide that they will only 

buy such labels, then a super market will happily stock nothing but those labels.  A green, organic 

only & etc policy may become just as evident as a government department for climate change.  The 

super market would be freed to continue plundering diminishing resources and to tip Earth’s climate 

beyond the self-regulation of its balances.  Retail parks and centralised distribution/procurement 

systems would remain not only unchanged, but also endorsed by Green & etc labels.  Many well-

meaning people would accept the delusion that the labels in their shopping trolleys were creating a 

better world, even though the most effective action we can take to face climate change and the end 

of fossil fuels is to stop shopping in super markets.  By shopping in corner or village shops or in town 

centres and market squares we step towards a more durable economy – even though we may find 

no organic, fair trade or other greenwash labels there.  In doing so we could become one of the 

many methods which undermine the denial of the (static) state.  Shop keepers could be as curious 

about methods of selling as we have become about methods of buying.  Each to her tools! – Well-

grown food sold by super markets does not improve their own bad techniques. 

However returning to Post Modernity, government of our ways of life has become only in small part 

the responsibility of elected government.  Our towns, roads, ways of shopping and of gaining wages 

for shopping, have become governed by the very large corporations to which the largest part of 

governance has now been either sold, or re-distributed.   It is no accident that “government” 

ministers may become fabulously rich very soon after leaving office. 

Much of government has been passed to the “infallible, invisible hand of commerce”, but commerce 

of the corporations which (unlike side-lined, ineffective government departments & ministries) are 



highly effective.  Government/corporate activity can be viewed from space – those ring-roads, retail 

parks, motorways & evacuated town centres.  

This book’s refrain (please join in) is that the powerful have never truly controlled our ways of life.  

We enjoy ourselves as we choose and we learn our trades and apply them as we are able.  

Government and corporations have no part in the positive sides of those processes – only in the 

restriction of them.  Of course recent government/corporate control of both oil-supply and oil tools 

negates that thesis, because most of us have no choice but to work, shop and seek our pleasures in 

oil-driven, cloned towns, suburbs, retail parks and super markets. 

However, if the oil which has created that way of life is pumped for much longer it will mean such a 

dramatic wilding of climate that... well – Your imagination is better than mine. 

Moreover, oil replacement fantasies, such as oil seeds and burnt bio mass are more destructive than 

oil.  Without oil, we can receive only an equivalent to what we give back.   

That equation looks like hard work! – But it returns responsibility to the commons, in which I 

become what I do – And it breaks the post-modern enclosures; the rights machinery of service, 

bread and circuses.  It hands me back myself.   

If we come of age at last, through a rite of passage to an oil-less age we will have understood that a 

concert of individuals devises suitable ways of living together.  It is fortunate that such a course may 

provide a simultaneous route to social happiness.  To follow my metaphor: a community’s musical 

techniques are and always have been too complex for the merely powerful to understand. 

*** 

He (Man in 1970) believes that the level of democratic process correlates to the power of 

transportation and communication systems.  He has lost faith in the political power of the feet and of 

the tongue.  As a result, what he wants is not more liberty as a citizen, but better service as a client.  

He does not insist on his freedom to move and to speak to people, but on his claim to be shipped and 

to be informed by media.  He wants a better product rather than freedom of servitude to it.  It is vital 

that he comes to see that the acceleration he demands is self-defeating, and that it must result in a 

further decline of equity, leisure and autonomy.  Ivan Illich, Energy and Equity 

Ivan Illich as always puts it best.  Now that the acceleration we demand as clients can no longer be 

supplied, we shall be forced from the unhappy position of mere clients into the happy position of 

autonomy, equity and leisure!   

The trouble with nearly all analyses of our predicament with regards to climate change and 

diminishing resources is that they pre-suppose academic solutions to practical problems.  New 

knowledge is supposed to guide us more wisely into a future where technologies will be informed by 

science.  Unfortunately post modern “science” is very like post-modern “art” – both with very 

confused identities and functions. 

We must stop using coal, gas, oil and bio fuel and re-discover post-oil (which may be pre-oil) ways of 

living and trading together.  That is a moral and practical series of problems which can be solved by 



each citizen who has autonomy equity and leisure.  Academic solutions are as the saying goes 

“academic”. 

So the end of our roles as clients may be much less of a hardship than is thought by think tanks, 

government commissions and so on.  The apparent anarchy of self-determination is in truth a return 

to the skilled roles of trade’s people.  Those people will resist the term “anarchy”, but their anarchy 

is now essential to a civilized transition into a fossil-fuel free future.  As I say civilization is what we 

do and it is the vivacity, ingenuity, dexterity and also probity of the trades which do it.  Probity is an 

essential element in the binding morality of purpose.  Can you find a fragment of probity in the three 

political parties of Westminster?  Can you find any in the media, empty vessels, which transmit and 

play with political messages?  Can you even find it in university research institutes, or in the many 

social and environmental NGOs, in which our concerns are side-lined? 

Cromwell’s revolution similarly deposed the frivolity and brutality of kings with the imposed 

earnestness of the trades, but we all know what power does to probity in the end.  It did so with a 

vengeance in the Seventeenth Century and untempered by the historical precedents which had once 

defined the roles of kings.  Moreover, it was magnified by those billions of years of sequestered 

photo synthesis - released slowly at first through three centuries - Then wildly accelerated through 

the last, few, oil-powered decades. 

Every child knows that power corrupts.  I’m not suggesting taking power, but ignoring it. 

In Cromwell’s time Europe faced economic ruin because of the decline of forests for fuel, house and 

ship building.  That is where we resume: where coal once began.  We have no forests for fuel, nor 

acreage for oil-seeds or any kind of bio mass for burning. Nor do we have much leaway for mistakes 

– even though mistakes (not science) will be our principal resources for learning. 

We have a common humanity with the goings-on of history and with our colleagues and friends.  We 

have a potent nostalgia for a modern, convivial and cultured life without oil.  In common with 

historical precedents neither government, nor powerful individuals have a clue how to achieve it.  In 

truth none have, but I can guess as a farmer and another (mysteriously to me) as a shipwright and 

another again... – well – all the methods of settlement and the making of a culture and its economy 

are and always have been in the hands of the trades.  Oil created the briefest of perversities in which 

the powerful came to control the methods of the trades.  They have come within a whisker of the 

destruction of civil life.  We may re-build it citizen by citizen.  Let’s to it my worthies! 

*** 

 


